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Double multiple-choice questions include iwo sets oft options; from tlie

latter set the subject must select the option which identifies the correct

or best collection of optipns i.n the first set; A comparison of .ciouble as

opposed to single multiple.:Choice questiims was made on a classroom psychology,.

exam taken by 47 undergraduates. Forty pair; of matched single and double

format queStions were #preparea
4
and 20, itemslof each e appeared on each of

two forms of the exam.' Significant differences weje observed between the two -

question tipes in regard to' item 'difficulty, item discrimination, and internal

reliability but not concurrent validity. 'file results were interpreted as

suggestive tbat double multiple-chiiice questions..may increase variance

attributable to certain subject characteristics other than content maste
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RELATIVE EFFECTIVENO OF UNCLE AND DOUBLE

.14JLTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS IN EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT

The present study examined the effects of emloying "double multiple-

choice" questions'as opposed to tonventional "single -multiple-choice"
r

questions in educational measurement. The term "double multiple-choice'

is uied descrike, questions of the form seen in t example below which

was drawn from,the 1977-78 Law School Admission iulletin and L4SAT Study

Guide,

14. Mlich of the following can be inferred from the
graphs?
T. Me Awish population of North Allerica is

larger than the Jewish population of anY
.0ther continent.

II Of the six continents, Asia has the greatest
number of peoN.e who profiss no religion.
South America has a larger population of
Ratan Catholics than any other continent.'

A. None
B. I only
C. III only,
D. I and HI only
B. I, II and III

As can be seen above, double multiple-choice questions include two sets of-7'
options. 'From the tatter set the subject musi select the opiion which

identifies

set. In c

the cbrrect or best collection of options listed in the first

ontrast, a single multiple-choice question involves) only one set

of options.

It is apparent that double multiple-choice questions share some

continuity with the rather common practice of using options such as "a 1 -of

the above" in conventional multiple-choice questions with only one set of

options. However, the practice of including "two complete sets of opti ns

appears, to represent a substantial departure from conventional item writing
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procedures which mertis empirical examination. /
Although the author has no systematic evidence, the popularity of

double multiple-choice questions appears to be increasing and questions

of this type now appear on important admissions. tests (e.g. ,LSAT) and

licensing examinations (e.g. Illinois State Board Test 'Pool Exam for

Reeistered Nurses). An extensive search of the educational measurement

literature uncovered no evidence on the relative, merits of double as

opposed to single multiple-choice items. This dearth of empirical eviaence

is not surprising. Although there is a substantial literature on'rules for

writing multiple-choice questions (cf. Gronlund, 19651 Wood 1960) this

literature has virtually no empirical data base. Thorndike .and,Hagen (1955)

provided an erudite description of the situation almost 25 irears ago which

unfortmately is still accurate today.

The point we wish to make is that we do not have
a science of, test construction. The guides and
maxims we will offer (for item construction) are
not tested out by controlled scientific experimen-
tation. Rather, they represent a distillation of
practical experience and professional judgment.
(p. .50).

The reasons for this paucity of research on item construction are tmclear.

The problem (5f writing sound test items obviously has considerable practical

relevance to important endeavars in edUcational measurement, and does not

seem to be impeded by any particularly formidable medthodological roadblocks.

While there apparently /43- no empirical evidence, there are a number of

admittedly st;eculative reasons lor suspecting double and single multiple-,

I.

choice items might be differentially effective. rst, certam characteristics

of the double fon= questions are inconsistent Ath some of. the conventional

item writing guidelines (Ebel, 1965; Gronlund, 1965). ar instance, double

format questions tema'to conflict with conventional lisdom which puts a

premium on item brevity and cautions against writing multiple-choice questions
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in which the options function as a series of till-false propositions..

Second, one could argue that the lengthier ind morecomplex double format

questions might be more sensitive to individual differences in reading

ability or reasoning skill. Since an educational test is 'usually= designed

to measure some content knowledge, additional score variation attributable

to differences in reading or reasoning tskill would represent an increment

in 'error variance. Third, there is evidence that subjects' eAlm performance

may be influenced by their test-wiseness (Minim, Bishop, & Ebel 1.96;

Rowley, 1974). It seems reaSonable to conjecture-that-the more elaborate

double format items.may be more sensitive to these individual differences'

in test-taking skill.

Cognizant of the possibilities putlined above, the present study compared

iingle and double multiple-choice questions irr regard tb difficulty, item

discrimination', reliability, and validity. Based on- anecdotal evidence gleaned

from students' common tomplaints that double format items-are excessively

difficult, it was hypothesized that item difficultY #dices would be lower' for

the double fOrmat question'S than for the single format questions. Basel on

reasoning that double format items may introduce additional sources of error

variance, it Was hypothesized that'the double multiple-choice questions would

yield -lower item discrimination indices than the confrntional questions and

that subtests cOnsisting of these double format items would diplay lower
IP

reliability and validity than the matching single format subgests'.

NETHOD

Subjects and Procedure

Subjects were undeigraduates enrolled in a large introductory psycholo

course who were required to participate in,an_emeriment of their choice.

Forty-seven students (a female, 19 male) elected to participate in the present

study One week after the first of two exams in the couise, the subjects were



assembled outside'of 'class 416k-were administired one of twiD experimental
3.

exami Coy 4ring the same reading assignment as the first exam in the course.
4

Thus, subjeati were tested on actual course material that they had recently

studied. Subjects weres unaware of 4te nature of the study until' they arrived

for, the experimental session. At that time, the-nature of the experimental

test was .explairwl, and theywere informed that the results frtóuld not have

any effect upon lheir coutse gre. The two forms of the experimental test

were passed igt alrentately so that 24 subjects responded to Fora A and

subjedts responed to Form. 11

Test Construction

The items, for-the two forms pf the experimental test were drawn froM

the inStructOr's manual designed to accompany the treqUired course textbook,

Psycholob Today: An Introduction (1975). 'The selection of items from the

pocil of nultitae-clioiee questions available for the assigned chapters was

not ranaom.* All items previously .used b'y the course instructor (not the"
4

author) on the actual mid-tenn exam had to be eliminated. Furthenno4e, since
3,

all select4 items.vWere to be, rewritten into a double multiple-choice format,

the author had to exercise some subjective judgment in choosing i-tems which

could be sensibly transformed bit° the double ,fot. For each of the

conventional questions dra-from the test item pool, a sin3ilar, double multiple-

choice item was constructed. Matched items int the two formats had identical,

stems, and.in most cases the single set of options in the conventional question
0,

was exactiy the .same as the first set of options in the double multiple-choice

version*. Exact identity for all matched questions was impossible to achieve

because the conventional 4uestions each had only one correct option, hereas

at least some of the double format questions' had to have more than one correct

option in the first set so that the correct answer in the second set could

involve a collection of options.
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TWo examples of matched items can be seen belbw. In the firtt example,

. there is exact identitY,between thd only.Set of options id the single format

version and :the fifst set of options in the double format version In the

second eiample, there is slight difference 'between the first set of options

in_the double format and the only set of options in:the silgle format.

Example One

Single multiple-choice'version

Which of the following approaches postulatesthat chi en are taught sex roles
through conditioning and modeling?

a. PSychoanalYtic
*b. Social-learning
c. Cognitive
d. Humanistic

Double multiple-choice version

Which of the following approaches postulates that children are taught sex roles.
through conditioning and modeling!

1. 'Psychoanalytic
2. Social-learning
3. Cognitive
4. Humanistic

a. 1 only
*b. 2 only
c. 2 and. 3 only

d. 2, 3, and 4 only.

Example TWo

Single Mil leChoice version

The study of psychology is important to everyone because it provides:

a. a new perspective from which to view daily events of life
b. insight into one's awn behavior
c. practical information
*d. all oFthe above
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Double 114.iltiple-Choice Questions

-The study of psychology is important to everyone because it Provides:

I. a new persfective from which to view daily events o* life
2. insight into one's own behavior
3. practical information
4. solutrons to everyone'S problems

a. 'I. only,

b. I and 3 °lily
2, and 3 onlY

d. 1, 2, -3, and- 4

444
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Care was exercised in the construction of questions with discrepancies

such as tha-I illus,trated in ihe second example so as to maintain the essential
-

character of the original question. Thus, the only significant disparity
/

between matched items was .the-addition of the second set of options in the

double multiple-choice format.

Tvio sets of 40 matched items were developed in this manner. Twenty items
41t

were then randomly assigned to appear in'single fqrmat on Porn A and in

double format on Fbrin B. The remaining twenty ems were presen.ted *in single

format on Form B and in doub4 format on Form A. The order of items was

identical for the two forms of ''t.he experimental tet and corresponded to the
4,

order of items in the instructor's mann I (as well.as the order. of -coverage

, in the teXt).

Dependent Variables

Four 'dependen-c: variables were examined. Item difficulty indices represenied

the proportion of subjects coirect y answering an item, so that lower figures

were indicative of greater diffict Sinc- both types of questions were

ostensibly legitimate leasures of content mastery, item-whole point-biserial

correlations were computed to provide item discrimination indices. To assess

'internal reliability, each 40 item test was divided into a paix of 20 item

subtests coniposed exclusively of one type 9f item format. -This 'necessitiated
,

, .

two comparisons, one between the single items on Form A. and the matched double
t

,
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items on Form B and one between the. double items on Form A- and ihe.

corresponaing single items on Form B. Concurrent .validity was meastred

by correlating each...50j ect's single and 'double subtest .scores with that

subject's cumulative point total for the entire course.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Item t'cul

Mean item difficulty flu. the 40 single multiple-choice questions was

..633 while the 40 double multiple-choice questions yielded a mean 1of

A directional t test for differences between correlated means reyealed that
,

this diffgrence was significant (t 1.74, df 39 p<.9S). The observed

difference consistent with the common complaint of eXaminees Ahat -the

dmble format items ar,e- more challenging than traditional singl4 format itemt.
/

This, finding also makes sense in view -of -the seemingly m6re aomplex nature

of double multiple-choice questions.

However, it should be pointed out that disparity in item diffiCultv is

not crucial to the issue of differential- effectiveness in educational measurement.

Although double foimat questions may- ;end to 'be mores difficult than comparable

single format question...II it should be stressed that item**difficulty can be

manipulated (through the judicious selection and careful writing df options) .to ,

a desired level or optimal range within either format. Nonetheless, the data. .

suggest that students' dislike of double fonit questions is not simply

matter of resisting the ubfamiliar. These 4ustions do appear. to confront the
A

exaMinee with a mire difficult task.

Item Discriminauion

The point-biserial correlations used to estimate item discrimination do

not, represent interval data and they usually are characterized by a decidedly

skewed distibtion. Therefote, a non-parametric test (Wilcoxon's T) was

used to compare the distributitins of item' discrimination indic'es. Median
I



iminationfor the

..i166xon Signedirnks

singI.e and double items was .34 and .23 respective

teat indicate& that the- single-forMat items

'Scriminated.:significantly better

format .i4tOms Insofa exper
,

.p .0S) than did the double.

ntál test,S,,,meisured course knokledge,,
r

-the disparityi.)in item iscriminaiion suggests, that. the single =mat questions-:

did-la better job than, the diSuble-format -questions in tlistinguiariing .betifeen l
,.

. .

well informed and poorlyt'informed: Students,7

RelIability

The significande of the two. comparisons of tile 20 item subtests in
.

4

regard to re1iabilit was psessed With Feldt's (1469) 141,which is approximately

distributed as F. In the firS cbmpthson,, fac-20 reliabili,ty or the A-sgl
,

subtest was .71 as c)ompared,)to 38 for *.he BcdoUble subtest = .2.1Z; df

23*

B-single

In the s ond ,co was ;58 for the

Sit an . 45 for the kk- d 1&:subtOt (141 di = 23, 22, p>.05).,
Thus in boih cases 14 internal relilab4.1ity svkis noticeabl lower for the double-

t#

format subtest, although only one of the differences was significant.

These ,estimates of internal reliability are iarglya function of test

length and the homogeneity of test content.. Since.the matched Subtests.-mere

of the same length and-involve&the same sampling pf the contenti.domain;.the

lower internal reliability observed on the double fornii subtests suggests that
. -

the double multiple-choice questibris may have increased the varianC'e attributable ,
41*

to factors which.-are independent of subis: tontene mastery. The low internal-

reliabillty displayed by the double forint' subtests, coupled with the observed

difference in item discrikination, seems consistent with the conjectural analysiS

that the double format questions may produce greater variance due to subj ec

differences in reading and reasoning skirls or test-wiseness,
A

Validity

No significant difference was observed between the tmo formats in- egard



-w,
both the-single-format,and the doubbe-formit

subtests corrplated .54 with students actual course totals.' This lack,of

. a difference in concurrent validity seems .inconsistent with the differences,

/1, -
sigvea iil regard .to item discriminatibn and reliability. However,*this

s s.-

onsistency may have a reasonablie.,explanation. Me double4foritat

,question may introduce additional- sources of variance which happen to b*e
,

highly related to the criterion variable of course knowledge, Fortinstance
/

if'readAng and rtasoning skills are higljly correlated with course maStery
s ,

.
,

(an intuitively plausible assumption), 'then additionAl variance attributable

to these Subject charicteristict would'not necessarily lower the validity ofi

the double-format Subtésts.

Overall, the:pattern of results suggests thav there may be some 'interesting

*differences between double and single-format questions which merit futhet

research; ',The implicit assuption.thA the two formats are equivaleilt was not

supported by the data. In addition to the expected., and relativel ocuous

distrepancy in difficulty levei more distrubing differences in item

distrimination and test'reliability were found. These differences suggest that

double multiple-choice questions may generate additional variance in test

scores wi-ifch is not attributable to differences in,content mastery, Insofar as

this aacittional variance may largely reflect differences anofig- subjedts in

iMportant cognitive skills such as reading and reasoning, it' would not be
s

icularly,problematical 011, aptitude tests such as the LSAT. .1n contr4t, .

on classroom testi-or licensing exams 'which are intezided to measure mastery of

i-C'=information, these' sources of vatiarke would clearly represent an

increment in error vasriance. However, in view of `the failure to observe a
.

differenCe in concu' /*rent validity, on the classroom teSt *used In *the present

stUdy aIiy alarming.asserti about* the differential effectiArtness of the

4

mats woUld be primatuie.
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